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Abstract—Recent works have shown that modelling the performance of out-of-order superscalar cores is doable using filtered
memory traces for single thread simulations. However, those
techniques do not account for cache coherence actions so they
cannot be used reliably in multithreaded scenarios. In this paper,
we leverage the structure of parallel applications to propose a
simulation methodology that enables the use of filtered memory
traces for the simulation of multithreaded applications on multicore architectures. In our experiments our proposal reduced the
simulation error of state-of-the-art techniques in 39% on average,
while only losing 9.5% of simulation speedup.

I.

E NABLING T RACE F ILTERING FOR M ULTITHREADED
A PPLICATIONS

Recent works [1], [2] have shown significant speed-ups
by using memory trace simulation and trace filtering techniques such as trace stripping [3], [4] for the simulation of
single-core/single-thread computer architectures. Using these
techniques, they reduce trace size and simulation time by not
including L1 hits and only simulate L1 misses. They generate
a trace including all L1 misses of a benchmark running on
a given microarchitecture, and then use it to feed a tracedriven simulator for exploring the design of the non-core
components, such as cache hierarchy—L2 and above—, and
off-chip memory. This methodology assumes a fixed core microarchitecture and L1 cache for all trace-driven simulations.
This is a significant limitation for single-core/single-thread
analysis, as the non-core design space is limited. This kind of
methodology seems more attractive for multi-core architecture
simulations where the non-core design space is larger and a
higher simulation speed is needed.
However, filtering a trace for multithreaded application
simulations is not straightforward. Trace stripping consists
of filtering out all L1 hits and just store L1 misses in the
trace. Thus, for a given core microarchitecture and L1 cache
configuration, the non-core accesses—to the L2 cache—will be
the same regardless of the non-core configuration. This holds
true for single-thread applications where the accesses to L1
either hit or miss only depending on previous accesses, which
are always in the same order for a given core microarchitecture.
However, cache coherence actions in multi-core architectures,
such as invalidations, may make an access to L1 hit or miss
depending on other threads activities, which actually depend
on the non-core configuration. As a result, some of the accesses
that hit during the filtering process, may miss in a multi-core
architecture simulation because of cache coherence actions.
In this paper we introduce the first attempt to extend trace
filtering techniques to be used reliably on multi-core archi-

tecture simulations. Our proposal to solve the aforementioned
problem is to take advantage of the synchronization happening
between accesses from different threads to the same data.
Whenever a thread wants to access shared data, it has to
synchronize with other threads to avoid race conditions. Before
a synchronization point (e.g., a lock acquire), other threads
may have accessed the data, thus potentially invalidating the
copies in the private cache. Our approach is then to reset
(i.e., clear) the filter cache at trace generation time on every
synchronization point. With this technique, every first access to
a cache line after the synchronization point is recorded, thus
avoiding the filtering of accesses that may potentially miss
during simulation. Effectively, this methodology makes every
piece of computation between synchronization points to be
filtered separately, thus being independent of any operations
occurring before and after its execution.
II.

M ETHODOLOGY I MPLEMENTATION AND E VALUATION

We implemented this methodology to generate traces of
multithreaded applications for TaskSim, a trace-driven multicore architecture simulator [5]. We used applications written in
the OmpSs task-based programming model [6] and generated
traces that include events at the application level (for dynamic
scheduling and synchronization of tasks during simulation)
and the memory access level (for the cache hierarchy and
memory architecture simulation) as in our prior works [5], [7].
For capturing the application-level events we instrument the
OmpSs runtime system library and use Pin [8] for capturing the
memory access traces. Our Pin instrumentation tool simulates
a cache to filter the traced memory accesses. This filter cache
is cleared using callbacks on every synchronization operation.
TaskSim implements a multi-core architecture with a twolevel cache hierarchy, using an MSI coherence protocol, and a
detailed model of the on-chip memory controller and the offchip DDR-DRAM memory modules. We employ the memory
core model of TaskSim which is based on the ROB Occupancy
Analysis (ROA) model [2]. This model maintains the state
of the re-order buffer (ROB) and allows issuing only those
memory accesses that fit in the ROB. This model assumes
that the ROB is the main performance limiting factor in the
core pipeline. For our methodology, and contrarily to previous
works [1], [2], we actually simulate the L1 caches in order to
account for cache coherence actions.
We evaluated our implementation in terms of accuracy and
simulation speedup for three different filtering approaches. The
first is the naive approach, proposed in prior work [1] and
labelled naive. It ignores cache coherence actions and filters
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Fig. 1. Simulation accuracy. Our proposal (reset) consistently reduces the
simulation error by 39% on average compared to the state of the art (naive).

Fig. 2.
Simulation speedup. Our proposal (reset) just loses a 9.6% of
simulation speedup on average compared to the state of the art (naive).

the trace without clearing the filter cache at any point. The
second is our proposal, labelled reset, which clears the filter
cache contents on every synchronization point. And the third
is the full/non-filtered memory access trace, which includes all
memory accesses and is the baseline in our experiments.

clearing the filter cache on inter-thread synchronizations, the
average loss in simulation time reduction is just 9.5% with an
upper bound of 20%.

We generated traces for a set of scientific kernels: LU
decomposition, Cholesky decomposition, array reduction, vector addition and matrix multiplication. These scientific kernels are widely used in high-performance scientific applications and cover different levels of data reuse, parallelism
and computation-versus-memory ratio. We used the generated
traces to simulate multiple numbers of cores (to see the effects
of parallelism), multiple L2 cache latencies (to see the effects
of increased L1 invalidation penalties), and for multiple chip
frequencies (to see the effects of an increased penalty for offchip memory accesses).

This paper presents the first attempt to enable memory trace
filtering for simulating multithreaded applications running on
multi-cores. We have implemented our methodology based on
a task-based programming model, and used dynamic binary
instrumentation to generate the full and filtered traces to feed
in our trace-driven multi-core simulator. Despite the variability
and non-determinism of the simulations, our methodology
consistently reduces the error incurred by state-of-the-art techniques being 39% more accurate on average, while only losing
9.5% of simulation speedup over using the full trace.

Figure 1 shows the simulation error introduced by trace
filtering in both reset and naive taking the full-trace simulation
as a reference. The bars show the average of the absolute
errors across all benchmarks and across two different chip
frequencies: 1 GHz and 2 GHz. The X-axis shows groups of
L2 cache latencies for different numbers of cores. Although
the largest latencies are unrealistic, we want to show these
extreme cases as an upper bound for simulation error, where
L1 misses have a large penalty, even if they hit in L2.
We expected the results of reset to be closer to the simulation of the full trace. However, we found a lot of variability
during the simulations due to dynamic scheduling decisions.
Slight differences in timing due to filtering, may make tasks to
be scheduled to different threads on different configurations,
which leads to completely different data reuse patterns in the
private caches. Further investigation is needed to achieve deterministic scheduling of tasks during simulation to get better
comparable results across simulation methodologies. However,
even considering these effects, our methodology consistently
reduces the simulation error incurred by the incorrect filtering
of the state-of-the-art naive methodology. The upper bound
error of our methodology is 9%, while naively filtering the
applications may incur a simulation error over 20%.
Figure 2 shows the simulation time reductions of reset and
naive compared to using the full trace. The results show the
average across all benchmarks and chip frequencies. Although
our methodology includes more accesses in the trace due to
having more misses during the filtering process as a result of
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